Introduction {#s1}
============

The epidermis of the skin is a stratified epithelial cellular sheet that forms physical barriers on the body surface. Epidermal barrier dysfunctions cause not only lethal congenital disorders, but also a predisposition to the development of allergic diseases ([@bib26]; [@bib1]; [@bib19]; [@bib41]). The mammalian epidermis has two main physical barriers, an air-liquid interface barrier formed by the stratum corneum (SC) and a liquid-liquid interface barrier formed by tight junctions (TJs) ([@bib19]). The TJ is a specialized intercellular adhesion complex that is crucial for epidermal barrier function, as it seals the paracellular space of epithelial cellular sheets ([@bib38]; [@bib39]; [@bib18]). Maintenance of the TJ barrier is crucial for proper formation of the SC ([@bib36]), and thus for maintaining the physical barriers of the skin.

The epidermis consists of keratinocytes that proliferate only in the basal layer and move upward to sequentially form stratum spinosum, stratum granulosum (SG), and SC, and finally shed off from the top layer of the SC ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). During the course of its upward movement, a keratinocyte becomes flattened at the SG, forms TJs with adjacent cells in the SG2 layer (the second cell layer of the SG), loses its TJs in the SG1 layer (the top layer of the SG) and is finally cornified to form the SC ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib19]; [@bib44]). Despite its critical importance for the skin homeostasis, the TJ barrier of the epidermis consists of only a single layer of TJs forming a honeycomb-like mesh (TJ honeycomb) in the SG2 layer ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib10]; [@bib20]; [@bib44]). How can the TJ barrier be maintained while keratinocytes translocate across the single-layered TJ honeycomb for cell turnover?10.7554/eLife.19593.003Figure 1.Multi-dimensional visualization of epidermal TJs and TJ-bearing cells in mouse-ear skin.(**A**) 3D structure of the epidermis. (**B**) *En face* image of ZO-1-positive honeycomb in mouse-ear epidermis showing double-edged polygons (\*) and single-edged polygons (\#). (**C**) Regularity in the size of the ZO-1-positive polygons represented in (**B**) and [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}, shown by the mean ± SEM \[error bars\] (one-way ANOVA multiple comparison test). (**D**) 3D image of a ZO-1-positive double-edged polygon in *en face* view (top) and 90°-rotated side view of the yellow-dotted rectangle (bottom). Upper exterior polygon, yellow arrowheads; lower interior polygon, white arrows. See [Video 1](#media1){ref-type="other"}. (**E**) Regularity of relative Z-axis position. Boxplots show the median, minimum, maximum, and interquartile range (one-way ANOVA multiple comparison test) for the ZO-1-positive polygons represented in [Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}. (**F**) In vivo live images of Venus in the ear of ZO-1-Venus mice (left column) and their schematics (right column). Yellow arrowheads and green edges, edges of a Venus-positive polygon; white arrows and purple edges, edges of a newly appearing Venus-positive polygon; black arrows, Venus-positive edges connecting each vertex of the two polygons. See [Video 4](#media4){ref-type="other"}. Scale bars, 10 µm. TJ, tight junction; SC, stratum corneum.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.003](10.7554/eLife.19593.003)10.7554/eLife.19593.004Figure 1---source data 1.Percentage of double-edged polygons in ZO-1-positive honeycomb.The number of single- and double-edged polygons in 20 square *en face* images of 15376 µm^2^ from five independent assays. A represented image is shown in [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.004](10.7554/eLife.19593.004)10.7554/eLife.19593.005Figure 1---source data 2.Size of the ZO-1-positive polygons.The size of single- and double-edged polygons in ZO-1-positive honeycomb statistically analyzed in [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. How to define areas of polygons are shown in [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.005](10.7554/eLife.19593.005)10.7554/eLife.19593.006Figure 1---source data 3.Z-axis position of the ZO-1-positive polygons.The Z-axis position of single- and double-edged polygons in ZO-1-positive honeycomb statistically analyzed in [Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.006](10.7554/eLife.19593.006)10.7554/eLife.19593.007Figure 1---figure supplement 1.Areas of exterior, interior and single-edged polygons.(**A**--**C**) Drawings of the ZO-1-positive edges shown in [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The areas of polygons evaluated in [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} are depicted for the exterior \[pink in (A)\] and interior \[yellow in (B)\] polygons of double-edged polygons (\*), and for the single-edged polygon \[green in (C)\] adjacent to the double-edged polygons. The area of the single-edged polygon includes the overlapping area with the adjacent exterior polygons (red arrows).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.007](10.7554/eLife.19593.007)10.7554/eLife.19593.008Figure 1---figure supplement 2.Relative Z-axis position of TJ polygons in TJ honeycomb evaluated in vivo.A representative image of a ZO-1-positive double-edged polygon surrounded by six single-edged polygons evaluated in [Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The Z-axis position of each polygon was defined by an average of the Z-axis positions (numbers) of its vertices, analyzed by Imaris software (purple arrowheads, external polygon; yellow arrowheads, internal polygon; green arrowheads, adjacent single-edged polygons). Scale bar, 10 µm. TJ, tight junction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.008](10.7554/eLife.19593.008)10.7554/eLife.19593.009Figure 1---figure supplement 3.Epidermal TJ in ZO-1-Venus transgenic mice.(**A**) Colocalization of occludin, a transmembrane protein located at the TJs, with Venus in whole-mounted epidermal sheet from the ear skin of a ZO-1-Venus transgenic mouse. No morphological changes were observed in the TJ honeycomb in ZO-1-Venus transgenic mice. (**B**) Skin section staining of ZO-1-Venus transgenic mice after intradermal injection of Sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin as a tracer ([@bib10]; [@bib43]). Venus-positive junctions were observed to limit the inside-out permeation of the tracer (yellow arrows), indicating that Venus successfully labeled the TJs without any apparent change in their occlusive function. Scale bars, 10 µm. TJ, tight junction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.009](10.7554/eLife.19593.009)

In this study, we uncovered a mechanism of spatiotemporal coordination that replaces TJs from one cell to another to maintain TJ barrier homeostasis during cell turnover in the stratified epithelium of the epidermis. This model provides a fundamental structural basis for the integrity, physical strength, and homeostasis of the epidermis.

Results {#s2}
=======

Double-edged TJ polygons are observed in the single-layered epidermal TJ honeycomb {#s2-1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To elucidate the mechanism of TJ barrier homeostasis in the epidermis, we investigated the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the TJ honeycomb and its time-dependent changes. TJs were visualized in whole-mounted epidermis prepared from mouse-ear skin via immunostaining of zonula occludens-1 (ZO-1), an intracellular TJ scaffold protein ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The murine ear epidermis consists of a basal layer, a spinous layer, and three layers of SG cells, and exhibits a regular structure of vertically aligned SC cells (corneocytes) and SG cells ([@bib24]; [@bib23]; [@bib20]). Two-dimensional (2D)-projected images of the whole-mounted epidermis confirmed previous observations of one single-layered TJ honeycomb in the epidermis ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

We noticed that a significant number of TJ polygons in the TJ honeycomb of murine ear epidermis were double-edged (9.8 ± 0.6%, mean ± SEM, five independent assays; [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The 3D observations revealed a striking regularity in the size and relative Z-axis position of the inner and outer polygons compared to their adjacent single-edged polygons. The outer polygons were larger (1044.3 ± 20.6 µm^2^, mean ± SEM, n = 23), and the inner ones smaller (814.7 ± 15.7 µm^2^, n = 23), than their adjacent single-edged polygons (905.8 ± 12.6 µm^2^, n = 66; [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). The inner (smaller) polygon was located lower in the epidermis than the outer (larger) one in each double-edged polygon (n = 99; [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 1](#media1){ref-type="other"}). Furthermore, comparison of the average Z-axis position of the vertices of the polygons revealed that the outer polygon was located significantly higher (0.294 ± 0.024 µm, n = 55), and the inner one significantly lower (−0.751 ± 0.036 µm, n = 55), than the adjacent single-edged polygons (−0.076 ± 0.009 µm, n = 55; [Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). We designated the inner (smaller) and outer (larger) double-edged polygons as the interior and exterior polygons, respectively.Video 1.*En face* 3D imaging of TJ honeycomb in mouse-ear skin.Representative 3D image of a ZO-1-positive double-edged polygon, shown in [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. TJ, tight jjunction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.010](10.7554/eLife.19593.010)10.7554/eLife.19593.010

Double-edged TJ polygons appear sporadically during dynamic replacement of TJs {#s2-2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next observed dynamic changes in the TJ honeycomb structure to identify regulatory mechanisms that maintain the TJ barrier. In vivo 3D live imaging of the transgenic mouse-ear skin, in which epidermal TJs were labeled with recombinant ZO-1 fused to the fluorescent protein Venus ([@bib29]) ([Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}), revealed sporadic appearance and disappearance of TJ polygons ([Videos 2](#media2){ref-type="other"} and [3](#media3){ref-type="other"}). Closer observation of a particular TJ polygon identified the systematic temporal order of events for its dynamic appearance and disappearance. Namely, a new smaller (interior) polygon appeared beneath a pre-existing (exterior) polygon, forming a double-edged polygon as observed in the fixed samples ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), followed by disappearance of the exterior polygon ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 4](#media4){ref-type="other"}). Replacement of the old exterior polygon by a new interior polygon resulted in natural translocation of the cell body placed between the two polygons from the inside to the outside of the TJ barrier (discussed below in the cell turnover model, Figure 4B). These findings indicate that the double-edged polygons are where cells translocate across the TJ barrier and thus are the key structures for barrier homeostasis.Video 2.In vivo 3D live imaging of epidermal TJs in the ear skin of a ZO-1 Venus mouse.Sporadic disappearance of TJ polygons (polygons marked with an asterisk). TJ, tight junction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.011](10.7554/eLife.19593.011)10.7554/eLife.19593.011Video 3.In vivo 3D live imaging of epidermal TJs in the ear skin of a ZO-1 Venus mouse.Sporadic appearance of new TJ polygons (polygons marked with an asterisk). TJ, tight juction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.012](10.7554/eLife.19593.012)10.7554/eLife.19593.012Video 4.In vivo 3D live imaging of edge-by-edge replacement of epidermal TJs in a particular polygon.Sequential appearance and disappearance of particular TJ polygons, shown in [Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. TJ, tight junction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.013](10.7554/eLife.19593.013)10.7554/eLife.19593.013

Interior polygons show barrier function {#s2-3}
---------------------------------------

Previous biotin permeation assays evaluated in vertical sections of mouse ear skin have not demonstrated barrier leakage at any TJ ([@bib10]; [@bib20]), suggesting that the barrier homeostasis of TJs is maintained even while the TJ polygons are being replaced. Does the interior polygon gain barrier function before its paired exterior polygon loses the barrier function during cell translocation across the TJ barrier?

We tested this hypothesis in whole mounted epidermis, using exfoliative toxin (ETA, MW = \~31 kDa \[[@bib3]\]) as a tracer that digests the extracellular portion of desmoglein 1 (Dsg1) ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A--B](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). The interior TJ polygons exhibited barrier function that protected the extracellular portion of Dsg1 against ETA (representative images, [Figure 2A--C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 5](#media5){ref-type="other"}; quantitative data of double-edged polygons \[1.689 ± 0.020 times, mean ± SEM, n = 149\] and their adjacent single-edged polygons \[0.810 ± 0.006 times, n = 736\], [Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These observations indicate that the development of the occlusive paracellular barrier of the interior TJ polygons prevents barrier leakage during cellular translocation from inside to outside the TJ barrier (discussed below in Figure 4B and C). Details of the barrier function of the interior TJ polygon, such as a dependency on molecular size or electric charge, remain to be determined, due to the limitations of in vivo permeation assays in stratified epithelia.10.7554/eLife.19593.014Figure 2.Characterization of interior polygons in the epidermal TJ honeycomb.(**A** and **E**) *En face* images of double-edged \[**A** and lower panels in **E**\] and single-edged \[upper panels in **E**\] TJ polygons in the ETA-induced cell sheet of the epidermis ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). (**A**) Subcellular localization of Dsg1-EC and angulin-1 at double-edged polygons. (**B**) 90°-rotated image of the yellow-dotted rectangle in (**A**) (see [Videos 5](#media5){ref-type="other"} and [6](#media6){ref-type="other"}). (**C**) Schematic of (**B**). N, nuclei; gray dotted lines, cell borders predicted from background cytosolic staining. (**D**) Fluorescence intensity of Dsg1-EC at the center of double- and single-edged polygons. The boxplots show the median, minimum, maximum, and interquartile range (Student's t-test). (**E**) Subcellular localization of tricellular TJ components (angulin-1 and tricellulin) at the single- and double-edged polygons. Yellow arrowheads, edges of the exterior polygon; white arrows, edges of the interior polygon; red arrowheads, vertical edges connecting the vertices of double-edged polygons; yellow arrows, vertices of single-edged polygons; Dsg1-EC, immunostained signals for extracellular portion of desmoglein 1, presumably representing desmosome-accumulating Dsg1. Scale bars, 10 µm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.014](10.7554/eLife.19593.014)10.7554/eLife.19593.015Figure 2---source data 1.Fluorescent intensity of Dsg1-EC at single- and double-edged polygons.Fluorescent intensity of Dsg1-EC at the center of ZO-1-positive polygons in ETA-induced cellular sheet statistically analyzed in [Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.015](10.7554/eLife.19593.015)10.7554/eLife.19593.016Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Preparation of the exfoliative toxin (ETA)-induced cell sheet and isolation of TJ-bearing keratinocytes from the skin.(**A**--**C**) Schematics of a vertical section of the epidermis before ETA treatment (**A**), after intradermal injection of ETA (**B**), and after trypsin treatment (**C**). Green squares, TJ; red squares, desmosome; SG, stratum granulosum; SC, stratum corneum. Both SC and SG cells are drawn as f-TKD (see [Figure 4A--C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). (**A**) TJs are located at the apical edges of the SG2--SG2 cell contact. (**B**) Desmosomal junctions are digested by ETA beneath the TJ barrier but not above it, as the permeation of ETA is limited at the TJ barrier, and a stratified cell sheet consisting of SC, SG1, and SG2 cells is separated from the skin ([@bib44]; [@bib43]). The *en face* images of the resulting ETA-induced cell sheet are shown in [Figure 2A and E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. (**C**) SG1 and SG2 cells are dissociated from the ETA-induced cell sheet by trypsin, as trypsin digests both TJs and desmosomal junctions. ZO-1, the TJ intracellular scaffold protein, remains undigested \[green squares in (C)\]. The cytosolic portion of Dsg1 also remains undigested in the cytoplasm (not shown). The representative *en face* images of the isolated SG2 cells are shown in [Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 7](#media7){ref-type="other"}. TJ, tight junction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.016](10.7554/eLife.19593.016)10.7554/eLife.19593.017Figure 2---figure supplement 2.Subcellular localization of claudin-1 at double-edged polygons.Subcellular localization of claudin-1 at the ZO-1-positive double-edged polygons in the ETA-induced cell sheet. Yellow arrowheads, edges of the exterior polygon; white arrows, edges of the interior polygon. Scale bar, 10 µm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.017](10.7554/eLife.19593.017)Video 5.Characterization of the interior (smaller) polygon of double-edged TJ polygons.The newly formed polygon limits ETA permeation ([Figure 2A--C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.018](10.7554/eLife.19593.018)10.7554/eLife.19593.018

Tricellular TJ components are localized on the interior polygon {#s2-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To characterize the molecular players that mediate the formation of the double-edged polygons, we further investigated the newly formed interior polygons. Claudin-1, a major transmembrane protein of epidermal TJ ([@bib10]), was localized to both the exterior and interior polygons ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). In simple epithelia, most TJs are formed as conventional bicellular TJs (bTJs) on the apical edges between two cells, and tricellular TJs (tTJs) are formed at tricellular contacts among three cells ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1A and B](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib11]). In stratified epithelia of the epidermis, we observed the localization of tTJ-specific proteins (angulin-1 and tricellulin) on all edges of the interior polygons of the double-edged ZO-1-positive polygons, while the exterior polygons were bTJs ([Figure 2B,E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 6](#media6){ref-type="other"}). This is a striking contrast to the single-edged polygons, where tTJ-specific proteins were found as dots or short lines at the vertices as in simple epithelia ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These findings indicate that the interior TJ polygons consist of tTJs, suggesting that the edges of the interior polygons are tricellular contacts between three TJ-forming cells (discussed below in Figure 4B and [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).Video 6.Characterization of the interior (smaller) polygon of double-edged TJ polygons.The newly formed polygon is a tTJ polygon ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.019](10.7554/eLife.19593.019)10.7554/eLife.19593.019

The basic shape of SG2 cells is a flattened Kelvin's tetrakaidecahedron with TJs on its edges {#s2-5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Conventional schemas of skin often describe epidermal keratinocytes as rectangles in vertical 2D sections and assume their 3D cell shape to be a hexagonal prism ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib12]). Indeed, corneocytes are regularly stacked in the murine ear SC ([@bib24]; [@bib6]). However, the regular stack of hexagonal prism cells is inconsistent with our in vivo observations of the regularity of the sizes of TJ polygons ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} versus [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the hexagonal prism structure would require unrealistic sliding of the cell columns for cell turnover, resulting in the breakage of the TJ barrier ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.19593.020Figure 3.Characterization of the shape of SG2 cells and structures of epidermal TJ honeycomb.(**A**--**C**) Three possible space-filling structures of the SG. (**D**) Regular interdigitated stacks of f-TKD cells. SG2 cells are displayed at the top of cell columns. (**E**) *En face* view of the TJ honeycomb (green edges) on the f-TKD cell stacks shown in (**D**). (**F**) Six representative polyhedral shapes (a--f) of isolated SG2 cells, corresponding to the TJ polygons (green edges) in (**D**) and (**E**). The cells were visualized by cytoplasmic staining for the intracellular portion of desmoglein 1 (Dsg1-IC, middle column), with ZO-1-positive TJ at the edges (left and middle column), and their 3D rendered images (right column). See [Video 7](#media7){ref-type="other"} for 3D rendered images. TJ, tight junction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.020](10.7554/eLife.19593.020)10.7554/eLife.19593.021Figure 3---figure supplement 1.Possible cell turnover and TJ replacement in the conventionally proposed structure of SG and SC with hexagonal prism cells.(**A**) 3D schematic (left) and a vertical section (right) of the structure. (**B**--**E**) Temporal order of cell turnover and TJ replacement (3D structure, left panels; vertical-sectional views, right panels). TJ honeycomb is formed at the apical edges of SG2--SG2 cell junctions in (**B**); Two SG2 cells are vertically aligned as a result of an SG3 cell differentiated to an SG2 cell in (**C**); The entire cell column slides upward for cell turnover in (**D**); Cell turnover is completed when the upper SG2 cell differentiates to become an SG1 cell (red) in (**E**). This process is inconsistent with our in vivo observations, because (1) the interior TJ polygon newly formed by the two vertically aligned SG2 cells (purple polygon in (**D**)) is of the same size as the pre-existing TJ polygon, and (2) the upward sliding of the cell column requires a total breakdown of their lateral desmosomal junctions in (**D**). Green edges in left panels, pre-existing TJ honeycomb; green closed rectangles in right panels, pre-existing TJ; purple edges in left panels, newly produced TJ polygons; purple closed rectangles in right panels, newly produced TJ; red closed rectangles in right panels, desmosomes. TJ, tight junction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.021](10.7554/eLife.19593.021)

Our in vivo observations can be coherently explained if we assume the SG cells have the shape of the Kelvin's tetrakaidecahedron, which was originally proposed by Lord Kelvin in 1887 as the optimal natural space-filling shape with minimal surface area ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib37]). A flattened variation of Kelvin's tetrakaidecahedron (f-TKD) shape ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) was once observed in the corneocytes at the surface of murine ear skin in scanning electron microscopic studies ([@bib2]; [@bib27]) but has been overlooked for several decades.

To investigate whether the 3D shape of SG cells is f-TKD, similarly to corneocytes, we isolated SG2 cells from mouse ear epidermis via sequential treatment with ETA and trypsin ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A--C](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). The immunofluorescent staining of isolated SG2 cells and their 3D rendered images demonstrated that the TJ-bearing SG2 cells have an f-TKD--like polyhedral shape, with TJs on their edges ([Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 7](#media7){ref-type="other"}). Moreover, in vivo observations of the isolated SG2 cells ([Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) confirmed the variations in the shapes of TJ polygons in the regular stacks of f-TKD cells, depending on their relative Z-axis position ([Figure 3D and E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We thus concluded that the basic shape of SG2 cells is f-TKD.Video 7.Three-dimensional imaging of TJ-bearing SG2 cells isolated from mouse ear epidermis.Representative polyhedral shapes of isolated SG2 cells with TJs on their edges, shown in [Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. TJ, tight junction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.022](10.7554/eLife.19593.022)10.7554/eLife.19593.022

The flattened Kelvin's tetrakaidecahedron model {#s2-6}
-----------------------------------------------

By integrating our in vivo observations on replacements of TJ polygons from edge to edge on the polyhedral cells, we propose an f-TKD turnover model, which describes a sophisticated spatiotemporal orchestration mechanism of cell-turnover to maintain the TJ barrier ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.19593.023Figure 4.Cell turnover and TJ replacement in the SG2 f-TKD cells.(**A** and **B**) Cell turnover and TJ replacement in the SG2 layer of regular interdigitated stacks of f-TKD cells \[3D structure of the cell stack with SG2 cells displayed at the top of cell columns, left panels in (**A**) and (**B**); 3D structure of the TJ barrier, right panels in (**A**); vertical sectional views, middle panels in (**B**); *en face* view of the TJ honeycomb, right panels in **B**\]. Four SG2 cells (\*) are located higher than their six adjacent SG2 cells in phase 0 in (**A**), and they differentiate to become SG1 cells in phase 2. The differentiation of SG3 cells to SG2 cells \[red arrowheads in **A** and **B**\] in phase 1 results in the vertical alignment of two SG2 cells, between which tTJ polygons (purple edges) are formed. Differentiation of the top SG2 cells (shown in red) to SG1 cells is completed in phase 2. (**C**) Schematics showing the occlusive function of single-edged TJ polygons (phase 0 and 2) and an interior tTJ polygon (phase 1) against the permeation of ETA. Green edges, bTJs; purple dots and edges, tTJs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.023](10.7554/eLife.19593.023)10.7554/eLife.19593.024Figure 4---figure supplement 1.Localization of TJ strands on the hexagonal prism cells in simple epithelia and on f-TKD cells in stratified epithelia.(**A**) The two meshes of TJ strands facing each other between adjacent cells bind together like Velcro tape to seal the paracellular space ([@bib38]). bTJs seal the paracellular space between two adjacent cells (green mesh), and tTJs (three purple meshes) narrow the tricellular tube (arrow), the paracellular space among three cells ([@bib11]). (**B**--**C**) Hexagonal prism cells in simple epithelia (**B**) and f-TKD SG2 cells in stratified epithelia (**C**). Conventional bTJs are located at the apical edges of lateral cell-cell contacts (green edges) ([@bib11]; [@bib39]), and tTJs are formed with some vertical elongation along the edges of the tricellular contact (purple lines) ([@bib11]). Presumed localization of TJ strands for bTJs and tTJs is shown as green mesh and purple mesh, respectively. (**D**) Formation of a double-edged TJ polygon on f-TKD cells in stratified epithelia during cell turnover, corresponding to phase 1 in [Figure 4B--C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The exterior and interior TJ polygons are bTJ polygons and tTJ polygons, respectively. The tTJ is formed on the edges at the tricellular contact among two vertically aligned SG2 cells and one laterally adjacent SG2 cell. (**E**) Formation of bTJs or tTJs at a tricellular contact between three SG cells in the epidermis. TJ, tight junction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.024](10.7554/eLife.19593.024)10.7554/eLife.19593.025Figure 4---figure supplement 2.Regularity of polygon size in the TJ honeycomb on f-TKD cells in stratified epithelia.(**A**) Representative *en face* image of the TJ honeycomb (green edges) on the f-TKD cell layer. Double-edged polygons are marked by \*. Any two adjacent SG2 cells (shown in two different colors) are located at different heights (z-axis), as shown in [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) The exterior polygon (top) is larger than its adjacent single-edged polygons (middle), any of which is larger than the interior polygon (bottom). The area of single-edged polygons is defined to include the overlapped area with the exterior polygons (arrows) as shown in [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}. Our in vivo observation definitively confirmed that the single-edged polygons were smaller than the exterior polygons and larger than the interior polygons ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.025](10.7554/eLife.19593.025)10.7554/eLife.19593.026Figure 5.f-TKD turnover model.An entire cycle of the turnover of a set of f-TKD SG2 cells is shown on the outer blue spiral arrow, from the appearance of aTJ polygon (time point \#1) to its disappearance (time point \#11) on a particular SG2 f-TKD cell (the center yellow cell of the set of f-TKD cells). Three-dimensional cartoons and en face views of the yellow cell at each timepoint are depicted on the spiral and straight orange arrows, respectively. The relative Z-axis position of the cell changes from the lowest (time point \#2) to the next highest (time point \#9), while the adjacent SG2 cells (asterisked cells) are turned over. The TJ polygon of the cell becomes larger in a stepwise manner via edge-by-edge TJ replacement (timepoint \#2--\#9). The phases 0--2 correspond to those in [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. See [Video 8](#media8){ref-type="other"}. Green edges, bTJs; purple edges, tTJs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.026](10.7554/eLife.19593.026)10.7554/eLife.19593.027Figure 5---figure supplement 1.Computational simulation of f-TKD model for continuous cell turnover.A computational simulation for the f-TKD model confirmed that the proposed three local rules ensure TJ homeostasis with continuous cell turnover in a stratified cell sheet (2D movie, [Video 9](#media9){ref-type="other"}; 3D movie, [Video 10](#media10){ref-type="other"}). *En face* view of the time-dependent change in the TJ honeycomb reproduced the cycle of edge-by-edge TJ replacement shown in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 8](#media8){ref-type="other"}. Polygons replaced in the next panel are marked with \*, \#, and % in the yellow, pink, and blue layer cells, respectively. Only the TJ-bearing SG2 cells are depicted in three different colors, depending on their cell height. The tTJs at the vertices of single-edged TJ polygons are not displayed, to better illustrate the honeycomb-mesh structure of TJs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.027](10.7554/eLife.19593.027)

In this model, the cell turnover across the TJ barrier is completed in two phases ([Figure 4A and B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 8](#media8){ref-type="other"}). The cell turnover occurs at the cell column where there is an SG2 cell at a higher Z-axis position than any of its adjacent SG2 cells (phase 0). In the first phase (phase 1), an SG3 cell differentiates to become an SG2 cell, and then an interior TJ polygon is formed, leading to the appearance of a double-edged polygon, as observed in vivo ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The interior TJ polygon consists of tTJs formed among three SG2 cells: two vertically aligned SG2 cells and a laterally adjacent SG2 cell ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The upper SG2 cell naturally exits the TJ barrier, not by its own upward migration, but by the appearance of the interior TJ polygon on its basal side followed by the disappearance of the exterior TJ polygon. The precise subcellular structure of the interior TJ polygon predicted in the f-TKD model is shown in [Figure 4---figure supplement 1D](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}. The proposed model reproduces the in vivo observation of the regularity in the size of the TJ polygons ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} vs [Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}) and in the Z-axis location of the polygons ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} vs [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Video 8.Entire sequences of the edge-by-edge TJ replacement on a particular f-TKD cell (see [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.028](10.7554/eLife.19593.028)10.7554/eLife.19593.028

In the second phase (phase 2, [Figure 4A and B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), the upper SG2 cell differentiates to become an SG1 cell, the exterior bTJ polygon disappears, and the interior tTJ polygon becomes a bTJ polygon. The precise order for formation of the functional TJs, whereby the interior TJ polygon gains barrier function before the exterior TJ polygon disappears ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), is critical for TJ barrier homeostasis while cells are turned over.

After the second phase, the surrounding six f-TKD SG2 cells go through phases 0--2 and differentiate to become SG1 cells one by one (from \#3 to \#9; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), accompanied with an upward movement of the entire cell sheet ([Video 8](#media8){ref-type="other"}). As a result, the TJ polygon on the SG2 cell at the center increases in size in a stepwise manner via translocation of the cell from the lowest to the next highest of its six adjacent SG2 cells (from \#3 to \#9; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) until the next turnover cycle starts (from \#9 to \#11; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Spatiotemporal regulation of dynamic TJ replacement maintains TJ barrier homeostasis despite continuous cell turnover {#s2-7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The characteristic feature of the proposed f-TKD turnover model ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) is that the spatiotemporal regulation of dynamic TJ replacement and continuous cell turnover across the TJ honeycomb can be explained by the following three simple local rules governing the f-TKD cells: (1) bTJs are formed between two SG2 cells, and tTJs are formed at the tricellular cell contact among three SG2 cells; (2) An SG2 cell located higher than its six adjacent SG2 cells differentiates to become an SG1 cell; (3) The differentiation of a SG3 cell to become a SG2 cell is synchronized with the differentiation of the pre-existing SG2 cell to become a SG1 cell in each cell column ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

To confirm that these three local rules ensure the maintenance of TJ barrier homeostasis, we developed a mathematical model implementing our f-TKD turnover model in silico. The in silico model consists of stacked layers of optimally packed SG cells, each of which is an f-TKD, similar to the geometric model of the corneocyte cornified envelope ([@bib9]). The nominal values for the model parameters were determined so that the simulated dynamics reproduce the experimentally observed ratio of double-edged polygons among all the polygons (9.8 ± 0.6%, [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), as well as the average time required for cell turnover from entering to exiting the SG2 layer (24 hr), estimated from the average cell turnover rate in mouse ear epidermis ([@bib32]). Computational simulation of the in silico model ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}, and [Videos 9](#media9){ref-type="other"} and [10](#media10){ref-type="other"}) reproduced the entire sequence of TJ replacement on f-TKD cells, including formation of TJs, transition of the f-TKD cells, and upward movement of differentiated keratinocytes as a stratified cell sheet, while maintaining the relative location of individual f-TKD cells. It therefore confirmed the maintenance of TJ barrier homeostasis, cell-cell adhesion, and the physical strength of the cell sheet during cell turnover.Video 9.2D movie of computational simulation for the maintenance of SG2 layer integrity and continuity of TJ honeycomb during cell turnover in the f-TKD model of the epidermis.The 2D movie demonstrates the SG dynamics for 33 hr, with five frames per second and 7.2 min between frames. Green edges, conventional bTJ; purple edges, tTJ. bTJ (green edges) is formed at the apical edges of lateral SG2--SG2 cell contact faces, and tTJ (purple edges) is formed at the tricellular cell contact edges among three SG2 cells. tTJs at the vertices of single-edged TJ polygons were omitted from the display to better illustrate the honeycomb-mesh structure of TJ. Only the TJ-bearing SG2 cells are colored with three different colors depending on cell height.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.029](10.7554/eLife.19593.029)10.7554/eLife.19593.029Video 10.3D movie of computational simulation for the maintenance of SG2 layer integrity and continuity of TJ honeycomb during cell turnover in the f-TKD model of the epidermis.The 3D movie demonstrates the SG dynamics for 66 hr, with 20 frames per second and 7.2 min between frames. Green edges, conventional bTJ; purple edges, tTJ. bTJ (green edges) is formed at the apical edges of lateral SG2--SG2 cell contact faces, and tTJ (purple edges) is formed at the tricellular cell contact edges among three SG2 cells. tTJs at the vertices of single-edged TJ polygons were omitted from the display to better illustrate the honeycomb-mesh structure of TJ. Only the TJ-bearing SG2 cells are colored with three different colors depending on cell height. TJ, tight junction.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.030](10.7554/eLife.19593.030)10.7554/eLife.19593.030

Discussion {#s3}
==========

In this study, we demonstrated the biological links between the shape of TJ-forming cells and a mechanism for the maintenance of TJ barrier homeostasis in the epidermis, as a representative example of how tissues adopt form to follow function. Our proposed f-TKD cell turnover model suggests that the local spatiotemporal orchestration of cell differentiation in the SG cell layer enables the constituent f-TKD cells to be renewed while maintaining TJ barrier homeostasis in cornified epidermis.

The regular columnar stack of flattened corneocytes in murine ear epidermis demonstrates a regular zig-zag interdigitation pattern between two adjacent cell columns ([Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"} reproduced from Figure 1 of [@bib23]) ([@bib24]; [@bib6]; [@bib27]; [@bib4]). This regular interdigitation pattern was spontaneously reproduced by our f-TKD model ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), in which cell differentiation in the SG2 cell layer occurs in turn in pairs of adjacent cell columns. The f-TKD model thus provides a coherent mechanistic explanation of how the regular stacks of corneocytes are constructed.10.7554/eLife.19593.031Figure 6.Spatiotemporal orchestration of cell differentiation in the f-TKD model generates interdigitated stacks of corneocytes.(**A**) The f-TKD model provides a coherent explanation of how the regular interdigitation of corneocytes is produced in the SG2 layer. Arrows show SG3 cells that are newly aligned to the columnar stack. One cycle of cell turnover (orange arrow) corresponds to one cycle indicated in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The yellow-colored cell is differentiated from SG3 to SG1 in the time course. (**B**) Previously proposed columnar unit concept of epidermal structure and turnover. (**C**) Our proposed f-TKD model for epidermal homeostasis.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.031](10.7554/eLife.19593.031)10.7554/eLife.19593.032Figure 6---figure supplement 1.Interdigitated stacks of corneocytes as a footprint of spatio-temporally regulated differentiation in SG2 cells.(**A**) A section of hamster epidermis originally shown in ([@bib23], Figure 1) clearly demonstrates columnar stacks of corneocytes and SG cells. The red rectangular areas are magnified in (**B**). (**B**) Regular zig-zag pattern of interdigitation between corneocytes suggests the synchronization of cell differentiation between adjacent cell columns. The numbers indicate the order of terminal differentiation suggested by the spatial relationships between corneocytes.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.19593.032](10.7554/eLife.19593.032)

The f-TKD model further suggests that homeostasis of the SC--SG layers is maintained by the spatiotemporal orchestration of cell differentiation in the SG2 cell layer, rather than by the kinetics of stem cell proliferation and differentiation in the basal layer. Our model is consistent with a pioneering computational simulation suggesting that the regular 3D stacking structure of the SC can be spontaneously formed by randomly supplied cells ([@bib14]). Our model also accords with in vivo cell-tracing studies demonstrating a random supply of cells from the spinous layer to the SG layer ([@bib7]), and in vivo live observations of the upward movement of spinous layer cells funneling into preexisting cell columns of the SG ([@bib34]).

In the 1980s, the epidermal proliferative unit (EPU) concept postulated that each column of flattened corneocytes corresponds to a set of basal layer stem cells that proliferate directly under the column ([@bib31]; [@bib33]). In the EPU model, the regular interdigitation pattern of the SC is explained by the regular kinetics of basal layer stem cells in each EPU. However, recent in vivo cell-fate-tracing studies demonstrated more random cell fate decisions in the basal cell layer, with EPU model-like upward cell movement funneling into the cell columns of the SG, leading to a new concept: the epidermal differentiation unit (EDU) ([@bib34]). However, the underlying mechanism dictating the regular interdigitation pattern of cell columns remains enigmatic ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

In our f-TKD model, the cell columns exist only in the SG and SC layers, rather than extending from the basal layer through to the SC. The cells originate from stem cells in the basal layer and are randomly supplied to a spinous layer. Once the cells enter the SG layer, cell turnover in adjacent columns is tightly coordinated in a spatiotemporal manner, leading to the regular interdigitation pattern ([Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Epidermal homeostasis is maintained by balancing cell proliferation in the basal layer, cell translocation (differentiation) from the basal to the spinous layer, cell integration to the SC/SG layer, and cell shedding from the top of the SC as squames. Future studies are needed to explore how this balance among critical processes in the epidermal layers is regulated to maintain a constant thickness of the epidermis.

The mammalian epidermis is a representative stratified epithelium. Nutrients for stratified cells are mostly supplied from the basal connective tissue via diffusion through paracellular pathways. If all the keratinocytes in the epidermis formed TJs, cells located in the upper epidermis would likely starve due to their segregation from the nutrient supply by multi-layered TJ barriers. Therefore, it is biologically reasonable that the TJ barrier is single-layered in stratified epithelia ([@bib19]; [@bib44]). Our observations revealed that TJ formation is restricted only between SG2 cells ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1E](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). The molecular mechanisms that coordinate the sequential differentiation steps from SG3 to SG1 cells and restrict TJ-forming activity to SG2 cells are currently unknown. The f-TKD model may help to reveal these mechanisms in future studies.

Various mammalian epidermis shows a regular interdigitation pattern in the SC ([@bib6]; [@bib22]), suggesting that the f-TKD cell turnover mechanism governs cell differentiation in mammals. Further investigation on whether this characteristic interdigitation pattern is observed in the SC of other vertebrates, such as amphibians, reptiles and birds, may reveal the general applicability of the f-TKD model to cornified stratified epithelia. Other mechanisms could be involved in maintaining TJ barrier homeostasis in simple epithelia and non-cornified stratified epithelia, where apoptotic cells are extruded to the outside TJ barrier by adjacent cells that migrate into the basal side of the apoptotic cells and form multi-junctional TJs ([@bib30]; [@bib8]).

The actual structure of the optimal space-filling shape with minimal surface area could be more complex than Kelvin's model ([@bib21]; [@bib42]; [@bib40]), and the shape and alignment of corneocytes are much more variegated in human skin compared to mouse ear skin ([@bib22]). Nonetheless, the basic concept of the spatiotemporal orchestration of SG cell differentiation in the f-TKD model would be sufficient to explain the regular interdigitation pattern of corneocytes observed in various types of cornified skin ([@bib22]). The f-TKD cell turnover model of the SG can be applied to stratified stacks of variously shaped polyhedral cells and provides a fundamental basis for the maintenance of barrier homeostasis during cell turnover in cornified stratified epithelia.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Animals {#s4-1}
-------

Female 8- to 12-week-old C57B6/J mice were used as wild type in all experiments. To establish ZO-1-Venus transgenic mice, a transgenic vector was constructed with the involucrin promoter vector (pH3700-pL2 ([@bib5]), kindly provided by Dr. Lorne Taichman), which contained the first involucrin intron, an SV40 intron, a β-galactosidase gene, and an SV40 polyadenylation site. Mouse cDNA encoding the full length of ZO-1 and Venus ([@bib29]) cDNA (kindly provided by Dr. Atsushi Miyawaki) was replaced with the β-galactosidase gene in the involucrin promoter vector. The transgenic vector was injected into the fertilized egg from C57B6/J male and F1 female of C57B6/J × C3H. Transgenic mice were screened by direct observation of mouse-ear skin using fluorescence microscopy and the involucrin-promoter-driven Venus-ZO-1 mouse line was established by crossing with Balb/c mice more than eight times (RRID:MGI:5805289). All animal protocols were approved by the Animal Ethics Review Board of Keio University and conformed to the National Institutes of Health guidelines.

Immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy {#s4-2}
------------------------------------------

Mouse skin samples were embedded in optimal cutting temperature compound (Sakura Finetek, Japan), frozen in liquid nitrogen, and sectioned using a cryostat, as described previously ([@bib44]). The frozen sections were processed immediately by incubation in 95% ethanol at 4°C for 30 min, followed by 100% acetone at room temperature for 1 min and immunostained as described previously ([@bib43]). Epidermal sheets were prepared from the ventral side of mouse-ear skin and immunostained, as described previously ([@bib43]). For the preparation of ETA-induced SC-SG sheets ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}), 100 μL of 44 µg/mL recombinant ETA ([@bib13]) in PBS containing 1 mM CaCl~2~ was injected intradermally into the ventral skin of the mouse ear and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. The ETA-induced SC-SG sheets were stripped away from the ventral skin, fixed by incubation in 95% ethanol on ice for 30 min, and immunostained, as described previously ([@bib43]). Cell sheet samples were mounted in a whole-mount fashion using Mowiol (Millipore, Germany). Samples were observed under a Leica TCS sp5 laser scanning confocal microscope equipped with a 63× objective using 0.4--0.5 µm optical slices. 3D reconstruction images were built using Leica sp5 software and Imaris software (Bitplane, Switzerland﻿). Images and movies were processed using Adobe Photoshop CS6, Adobe Illustrator CS6, and Apple QuickTime Pro.

Antibodies {#s4-3}
----------

The following primary antibodies were used: polyclonal antibodies against claudin-1 (ab15098; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, RRID:[AB_301644](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_301644)), intracellular portion of desmoglein1 (sc20114; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, RRID:[AB_2293011](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_2293011)), angulin-1 (lipolysis-stimulated lipoprotein receptor) ([@bib25]) at a 1:200 dilution, monoclonal antibodies against ZO-1 (T8-754; kindly provided by Dr. Masahiko Itoh) ([@bib17]) at a 1:10 dilution, tricellulin (kindly provided by Dr. Sachiko Tsukita) ([@bib15]), and occludin (MOC37) ([@bib35]). The extracellular portion of desmoglein one was detected by single-chained scFv (3--30/3 hr) ([@bib16]; [@bib44]). Species-specific secondary antibodies and streptavidin-labeled Alexa Fluor 488, 568, and 647 (Invitrogen) were used for detection at a 1:200 dilution. Cell nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33258 (Invitrogen).

Permeation assay {#s4-4}
----------------

A TJ permeation assay was performed according to a modified version of the procedure described previously ([@bib43]). For the permeation assay with a protein biotinylation reagent ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}), 30 μL of 10 μg/mL recombinant ETA ([@bib13]) in PBS containing 1 mM CaCl~2~ was injected into the dermis on the ventral side of the mouse ear, followed by injection of 50 μL of 10 mg/mL Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotin (556 Da, \#21335; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) 10 min later. After a 30-min incubation, skin samples were biopsied and embedded in optimal cutting temperature compound (Sakura Finetek). For the ETA permeation assay, 50 μL of 10 μg/mL recombinant ETA in PBS containing 1 mM CaCl~2~ was injected intradermally on the ventral side of adult mouse ears ([@bib13]; [@bib44]). After 30 min, the skin was biopsied and the ETA-induced bulla roof was stripped away and fixed by incubation in 95% ethanol on ice for 30 min and immunostained.

The barrier function of the interior polygons against ETA permeation was quantitatively analyzed as follows. ETA-induced bulla roof was immunostained for ZO-1, the extracellular portion of Dsg1, angulin-1 and nuclei in five independent studies. Using a confocal microscope, 20 square *en face* images (15,376 µm^2^) were taken from each bulla roof of five mice. To quantitatively compare the single- and double-edged polygons, the relative fluorescent intensity of the extracellular portion of Dsg1 at each pixel was determined in the *en face* image by calculating the ratio of its fluorescence against the total average fluorescent intensity of the image. The fluorescent intensity of each polygon was determined by its average at the center area (a circle of 320 µm^2^).

Isolation of SG2 cells {#s4-5}
----------------------

ETA-induced SC--SG cell sheets were prepared as described above. The cell sheets were floated on 500 µL of a 1:1 mixed solution of 0.5 g/L trypsin/0.53 mmol/L EDTA solution (32778--34, Nacalai Tesque, Japan) and 2.5 g/L trypsin solution (35555--54, Nacalai Tesque) and incubated at 37°C for 20 min. Cells were dissociated from the SC by pipetting. The trypsin solution containing SG cells was diluted with 1 mL of PBS, passed through a cell strainer (100 µm diameter pores, 352360, Corning, Corning, NY), collected in a 15-mL conical tube (Corning), and centrifuged at 180 G for 5 min at room temperature. The pellet was fixed in 10 mL of 95% ethanol on ice for 30 min. The fixed cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 720 G at room temperature for 5 min, dissociated in 1 mL of PBS, collected on a slide glass using cytospin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 450 G at room temperature for 5 min, and immunostained as described above. The shape of the isolated SG2 cells was visualized by immunostaining for the cytoplasmic portion of Dsg1 (i.e., staining for the precursor proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum and cytoplasmic vesicles and for the trypsin-digested proteins in the remaining desmosomes and endosomes). Three-dimensional rendering of the immunostained SG2 cells was performed by Imaris software (Bitplane).

In vivo 3D live imaging of mouse epidermal TJs using two-photon laser scanning microscopy {#s4-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ZO-1 Venus mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (AbbVie, North Chicago, IL) and oxygen and air; the isoflurane concentration was initially set at 4% and gradually lowered to 1.2% in a constant oxygen flow (0.15 L/min). To prevent movement, the dorsal side of the mouse ear was fixed to the table with double-sided adhesive tape. The two-photon microscope is a custom-made upright microscope (BX61WI, Olympus, Japan) attached to a mode-locked titanium-sapphire laser system (Chameleon Vision II, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) that achieves a 950 nm laser with a 140-fs pulse width and an 80-MHz repetition rate ([@bib28]). Images (512 × 512 pixels) were acquired by z-stack scanning at 0.6 μm intervals with a 25× objective lens (XLPLN25 × WMP; NA 1.05, Olympus) and an Olympus FV1000 scanning unit using Fluoview software (FV10-ASW, Olympus). Emitted fluorescence was detected using an external photomultiplier tube (R3896; Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) after reflection *via* a dichroic mirror (580 nm cut-off) and passing through an emission filter (500--550 nm). Acquired images were processed using Imaris software (Bitplane).

Counting and analyzing the double-edged polygons {#s4-7}
------------------------------------------------

Epidermal sheets of mouse-ear skin were immunostained for ZO-1 in five independent assays as described above. Using the confocal microscope, 20 square *en face* images of 15,376 µm^2^ were taken from each sample. The number of single- and double-edged polygons was counted manually. The percentage of double-edged polygons was determined as the average of five independent assays.

The size of single- and double-edged polygons ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}) was measured using ImageJ software (NIH), for 10 square *en face* images (15,376 µm^2^) that included 8--10 TJ polygons with their whole edges. Comparison of the Z-axis relative position between polygons was performed on the double-edged polygons surrounded by six single-edged polygons for 55 square *en face* images (15,376 µm^2^). The Z-axis position of a polygon was defined as the average of the Z-axis positions of its vertices analyzed by Imaris software ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). The relative Z-axis position of a polygon ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) was calculated with respect to the average of the Z-axis position for a set of eight polygons (an exterior and an interior polygon, and their six adjacent single-edged polygons).

Statistical analyses {#s4-8}
--------------------

We used Prism six software (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA) for all statistical analyses.

Computational simulation of f-TKD turnover model {#s4-9}
------------------------------------------------

We developed a 3D in silicof-TKD turnover model consisting of stacked layers of optimally packed SG cells, each of which was an f-TKD. TJ-bearing SG2 cells were shown in three different colors depending on the vertical placement of the cell. A cycle of the SG2-to-SG1 transition of a cell starts with the appearance of the tTJs and is completed by their disappearance. In our model simulation, the SG2-to-SG1 transition of a cell is demonstrated by the gradual change of an SG2 cell to a transparent SG1 cell. The transition of a cell is governed by two local rules: (1) The differentiation of a SG3 cell to become a SG2 cell is synchronized with the differentiation of the pre-existing SG2 cell to become a SG1 cell in each cell column. (2) An SG2 cell located higher than its six adjacent SG2 cells differentiates to become an SG1 cell after a waiting period that is stochastically determined with a uniform probability between 0 and 9.6 hr. This uniform distribution was chosen to best reproduce the average turnover time (24 hr), estimated from the experimentally observed cell turnover rate in mouse ear skin ([@bib32]) and the percentage of double-edged polygons (9.8%, [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The average time required to complete the TJ disappearance during SG2-to-SG1 transition was set to be 2.4 hr = 24 × 9.8/100.

Additionally, the following two rules for TJ production were implemented in the algorithm: (1) Bicellular TJs (green) are produced on edges shared by two SG2 cells when edges are in contact with SG1 cells; (2) tTJs (blue) are produced on edges shared by three SG2 cells. In our simulations, tTJs on double-edged polygons (where TJ replacement takes place) are displayed, but tTJs at vertices of single-edged polygons are not displayed for the sake of simplicity ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Videos 9](#media9){ref-type="other"} and [10](#media10){ref-type="other"}). All simulations were conducted using Matlab version R2015b (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Epidermal cell turnover across tight junctions based on Kelvin\'s tetrakaidecahedron cell shape\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been favorably evaluated by Fiona Watt as the Senior Editor and three reviewers, one of whom is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

General assessment:

Yokouchi and colleagues employs state of the art imaging technologies to reveal novel information regarding the structure and turnover of epidermal cells with tight junctions in the skin. The authors show that tight junctions appear with upper and lower polygons in the stratum granulosum (SG). Using observations on TJ shape and function, the present manuscript adapts Kelvin\'s tetrakaidecahedron to provide a very original, attractive and interesting mathematical and physical model that explains how the continuously renewing epidermal barrier can retain TJ barrier function in a single layer, the SG2, while individual cells move upward. Overall, this manuscript changes the paradigm for our understanding of how stratified cells with tight junctions continually regeneration and yet maintain barrier function. The work is logically presented and the data are reasonably thorough and convincing in support of these impactful conclusions.

Essential revisions:

The reviewers raise a number of concerns that must be adequately addressed before the paper can be accepted. Some of the required revisions will likely require further experimentation within the framework of the presented studies and techniques.

1\) Direct evidence to support the f-TKD shape of the SG2 cells using 3D rendering is necessary. The authors could use a general cell surface membrane label (this can even be done after isolation of SG2 and SG1 cells using the ETA approach) or use phalloidin to label the cell cortex.

2\) The model proposes that the structure identified is essential for epidermal barrier formation. Barrier function of this second TJ polygon is only shown by imaging for one cell in [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. More extensive quantitative analysis, and perhaps an additional test such as biotin penetration, as the observation that the second ZO-1 positive polygon guarantees barrier function during transition is one of the key points of the paper and a corner stone of the model.

3\) If possible, it would be useful to understand how generalizable these observations made in mouse ear are to other stratified epithelia and perhaps to non-keratinizing mucosal surfaces where a lipid-enriched stratum corneum is not present to help maintain barrier function.

4\) The paper would be tremendously strengthened if the authors could quantitatively link the occurrence and disappearance of TJ polygons to the position of cells in relation to its neighbors.
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Author response

*\[...\] Essential revisions:*

*The reviewers raise a number of concerns that must be adequately addressed before the paper can be accepted. Some of the required revisions will likely require further experimentation within the framework of the presented studies and techniques.*

*1) Direct evidence to support the f-TKD shape of the SG2 cells using 3D rendering is necessary. The authors could use a general cell surface membrane label (this can even be done after isolation of SG2 and SG1 cells using the ETA approach) or use phalloidin to label the cell cortex.*

In response to this comment, we performed 3D rendering of isolated SG2 cells, and the resulting direct evidence supporting the f-TKD shape of the SG2 cells is shown in the revised [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (Results, subsection "The basic shape of SG2 cells is a flattened Kelvin's tetrakaidecahedron with TJs on its edges", last paragraph and Materials and methods, subsection "Isolation of SG2 cells").

We identified the polyhedral shape of the isolated SG2 cells and the TJs on their edges by staining for the intracellular portion of Dsg1 (anti-Dsg1 antibody, sc20114, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and ZO-1. The observation of isolated SG2 cells confirmed variations in the shapes of the TJ polygons ([Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), as expected from the regular stacks of f-TKD cells ([Figure 3D--E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

*2) The model proposes that the structure identified is essential for epidermal barrier formation. Barrier function of this second TJ polygon is only shown by imaging for one cell in [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. More extensive quantitative analysis, and perhaps an additional test such as biotin penetration, as the observation that the second ZO-1 positive polygon guarantees barrier function during transition is one of the key points of the paper and a corner stone of the model.*

In response to this comment, we quantitatively analyzed the barrier function of the interior ZO-1-positive polygons against ETA permeation. The results demonstrating the barrier function of the second TJ polygon were added in [Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and in the text (Results, subsection "Interior polygons show barrier function" and Materials and methods, subsection "Permeation assay", last paragraph).

We analyzed ETA permeation into stratified epithelia via en faceimaging because the ETA digestion of Dsg1 inside the TJ barrier results in total disappearance of the signals from the extracellular portion of Dsg1 at the inside TJ barrier ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). Other tracers, such as the biotin tracers suggested by the reviewer, are not appropriate, because the stratified intercellular staining in stratified epithelia hampers detailed analyses evaluating tracer permeation via en faceobservation. We delineated these potential difficulties in the Results (subsection "Interior polygons show barrier function", last paragraph) to improve understanding.

*3) If possible, it would be useful to understand how generalizable these observations made in mouse ear are to other stratified epithelia and perhaps to non-keratinizing mucosal surfaces where a lipid-enriched stratum corneum is not present to help maintain barrier function.*

We added a discussion of simple epithelia and non-cornified stratified epithelia, in which another strategy for barrier maintenance has been observed (Discussion, seventh paragraph). We also expanded on the potential general applicability of the f-TKD model in the aforementioned paragraph.

*4) The paper would be tremendously strengthened if the authors could quantitatively link the occurrence and disappearance of TJ polygons to the position of cells in relation to its neighbors.*

In response to this comment, we performed statistical analysis on the Z-axis position of each polygon, which revealed remarkable regularity in that the exterior polygon was located significantly higher than, and the interior polygon was located significantly lower than, the adjacent single-edged polygons ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, Results, subsection "Double-edged TJ polygons are observed in the single-layered epidermal TJ honeycomb", last paragraph and in Materials and methods, subsection "Counting and analyzing the double-edged polygons", last paragraph). These observations support the f-TKD model, in which the occurrence and disappearance of TJ polygons are linked to the positions of cells relative to their neighbors.
